Abstract - Spatio-temporal 
I. Introduction
Data mining technology was introduced at the beginning of the twenty-first century for data analyzing.
This technology supports knowledge discovery by finding hidden patterns and associating, constructing analytical models, performing classification and prediction.
But, data description alone does not grant provision of action plan. It is needed to construct a model that is based on determined patterns from available results, and then investigate that model on new entries [1] . Data mining methods and tools are used in different ways depend on the structure and behavior of data.
One of them, which gradually become more important, is Spatio-Temporal Data Mining. SpatioTemporal data is related to many of the issues around us such as satellite images, weather maps, transportation systems and so on. Furthermore, this information is commonly not static and can change over the time [2] .
Therefore the nature of this kind of data are huge, analyzing data is a complex task. Climate change prediction systems, agricultural information, traffic status and urban transportation, population statistics and demographics all utilize this type of data. Spatiotemporal databases deal with data types are categorized by both spatial and temporal concepts. On the other side, in the most software applications, using data models is compulsory.
Data model is a collection of concepts and rules as an aid to communication business people defining the requirements for a computer system and the technical people defining the design in response to those requirements. Some basic data models used in database are hierarchical, network, relational and object-oriented.
Such models are used as a subset of the main model in specific areas. For example, multi-dimensional models as a subset of the relational model are used to create Data Warehouses. Data cube and star schema are two kinds of multi-dimensional models.
The other data structure in the data warehouse is based on hierarchical. Tree and lattice models are also used in Data Warehouses [3] .Usually, the common data models in data warehouse are used for data mining but particular data models are defined for some specific data types like data in GIS or Multimedia systems. Problem solving is more required regards to use spatio-temporal data in decision making [4] . The demand of having a decision support system by mining the spatio-temporal data is increasing its ability to provide better decision making. Spatio-temporal data are complex in terms of number of attributes for spatial and temporal values, and the data are changing towards time. Traditional method to mining the spatio-temporal data is the fact that the data is stored in data warehouse in un-normalization form as union of spatial and temporal data know as tabular data warehouse. The use of de-normalized tables for data mining is a source of data redundancy [3] .
Another difficulty is related to mining accuracy, when the spatial part is considered for mining about temporal part. Usually, mining algorithms used the values of all attributes in a table for classification, clustering and regression. The spatial values for a specific location are the same and they are considered in mining processing but sometime they have unwanted effect on the results.
For example if we want to predict temperature for a location based on the previous values of temperature and other attributes, spatial values such as coordinates of location and geometry values caused to reduce the accuracy of prediction.
II. Spatio-Temporal Data Models
Throughout the relatively young history of research on spatio-temporal modeling, a substantial numbers of models have been presented. In the late 80, Armstrong and Langran presented separately the spatio-temporal data model by merging the time-related components with a spatial data model [5] , [6] . In the early 90, Worboys as a one of the pioneer researchers in this field proposed a data model based on object-oriented concepts [7] , [8] .
In this context, Frank in the mid-90s presented Constraint-Based modeling concept [9] , [10] .
But in 1995 Claramunt and Peuquet proposed the event-oriented [11] and event-based [12] models respectively which then continued by subsequent researchers so the Peuquet' paper is the most cited paper in the STDM field. History Graphs data model was proposed by [13] which is followed by other researchers [14] - [16] . In the late twentieth century, two effective researchers in spatio-temporal data model's designing named Tryfona and Parent presented their papers separately [17] , [18] .
In 2006, Parent completed her research and presented the MADS model [19] and MurMur project [20] .
Research on Object-Relational models has started in 2008 and 2009 by Malinowski [21] and Zhou [22] , respectively and continued by Le [23] in subsequent years. The categories of spatio-temporal data models in terms of their structure are shown in Fig. 1 .
The simplest general data structure for representing data models is entity-relational category which is designed based on tables and relationships. Entityrelational data models focused on the implementing and query processing but they have a collection of normalized tables that must be joined, aggregated and transformed for data mining, which are costly and complex tasks [24] . The most important data models in this category are Snapshots; Event Oriented Model, the Three-Domain, the Spatio-Temporal Entity-Relationship (STER) and Activity-Based Data models. The second category of data models is object-oriented.
This category is based on real-world object properties which is suitable for spatio-temporal areas. As some other object-oriented spatio-temporal data models, a formal object-oriented data model for temporal information was proposed in 2003 [25] . Types, subtypes and schema versions of this model are represented with the semantics based on classes. A newer object-oriented data model in spatio-temporal field is proposed in 2011 for mining monitor based data [26] .
The data models in this category are able to cover complex tasks but the costs of time and space are increased [27] .
Object-relational modeling is the third category which is designed based of both features of two previous categories. Most recent research in spatio-temporal modeling is about object-relational data models. A conceptual model for temporal data warehouses is proposed in [21] . It used multidimensional definitions for time values in terms of other attributes. Another objectrelational prototype for representation, organization and access to disaster information is proposed in 2009 [22] .
In 2013, a geosciences data model is presented that refer to space and time [23] . This model is based on topology-generalized maps by using geo-objects. It also uses relational structure for events and space-time relationships.
III. Hair-oriented Data Model
Generally, spatio-temporal data has two main properties that distinguish it from other data types. The first one is that data is allocated to a specific location.
The second property is that new attribute values are produced and stored for a specific point in terms of the time without removing the previous values. In these respects, we find that spatio-temporal properties and behavior have similarities with those of the structure of natural hair because each strand of hair is allocated to one particular position and it grows by producing new cells without removing previous cells. Moreover, the hair structure and its growth can be defined in a similar way to spatio-temporal data [28] , [29] .
In hair-oriented data model (HODM), a spatiotemporal database includes number of hair. Each hair corresponds to a location and stores the spatio-temporal data about it. The spatial values such as coordinates and name are stored in the root and the temporal values are inserted into shaft which is consists number of cells. The Fig. 2 shows the schematic structure of a hair as a record in a spatio-temporal data database.
As mentioned in Fig. 2 , each hair has spatial and temporal attributes. It contains some attributes (numbered by k) which are determined by temporal data. One cell of shaft (C 21 , C 22 … C 2k ) is signed in Fig. 2 .
IV. Data Mining Issues
Data structure affects directly on time and accuracy of data mining [30] . Data volume, redundancy and indexing are effective in the both performance of mining.
Firstly, we consider data mining time issues in the HODM comparison to tabular data structure.
IV.1. Mining Time Performance
In the all of data mining algorithms, stored data have read and compared several times so data access time has the main role in the data mining time costs. Indexing is one of the important issues in data access time. Index is an ordered list which used for increasing the read speed ratio. In order to pattern recognition or predicting, data mining algorithms access storage data many times while data analysing.
Reading and comparing are the most relevant operations for data analysing. The data access time and analysing time are related to each other and the time costs of mining will be increased if the data access time is be longer. Due to reduce of record numbers in HODM, the index size is decreased and data access and search of data will be faster. The formula (1) indicates the access time effects on the mining time costs.
T Data Mining T Data Access + T Process
(1)
The second effective issue on the data mining time costs is data locality. Locality is the ratio of logical sequence and physical sequence of records in the storage.
The locality will be stronger if the physical are logical orders of records are similar.
The data access time for reading and processing are decreased if the data locality is stronger. In HODM, all of temporal data that allocated to specific location are arranged in a particular record so the physical sequence of related data is closer to logical sequence.
In the other word, the data locality is strong due to grouping of temporal data values. It is noted that the temporal data about a Temporal values are sequentially stored in the Cells attribute of a Hair as a record so data grouping in terms of position is already existed.
Briefly, there is no need to preprocessing or scattered data reading for data accessing in logical order. According to above-mentioned, the HODM time performance in data mining would be have a significant improvement.
IV.2. Mining Accuracy Performance
One of the effective issues in the data mining accuracy is using the relevant data to mining proposes [31] . In other words, the mining results will be better if the considered data to be related together logically.
In HODM, there are not any spatial data redundancies in comparison to tabular data structure so in the mining processing for temporal values about particular space, spatial values are considered once.
Thus, the impact of temporal values is more than spatial values for analyzing and the accuracy improved because the correct data values are selected for data mining. The experimental results in the variant datasets are presented in section V to show the improvement of HODM for obtaining better accuracy in comparison to tabular structure.
V. Experimental Results on Data Mining
The experiment conducted using more than 178000 records of climate-change spatio-temporal data that was implemented in Oracle using nested-table.
The data structure and functions are implemented by SQL statements with regards to the concepts of ObjectRelational databases. The performance of file storage and execution query time is compare with abnormal and normalized entity relationship model using various types of queries.
V.1. Dataset I Specifications
We use the El Nino data set saved in the UCI Repository. The data set contains oceanographic and surface meteorological readings taken from a series of buoys positioned throughout the equatorial Pacific.
The data is expected to aid in the understanding and prediction of El Nino/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) cycles [32] . The data set is categorized as spatiotemporal data. The El Nino data relates to climate change in relevant positions. The data consists of the following variables: buoy number (Buoy), observation number (Obs), year (Y), month (M), day (D), date of collection (Date_), latitude, longitude, zonal winds (ZonWinds) (west<0, east>0), meridional winds (MerWinds) (south<0, north>0), relative humidity (Humidity), air temperature (AirTemp) and sea surface temperature (SSTemp). The data types of these attributes are shown in Table I . Data was collected from the buoys in the 62 locations. Each location has some climate observations during 1980 t0 1998. The numbers of observations in terms of years and locations are illustrated in Table II and Table III respectively. As displayed in Table II , the collection of observations in the early years was lower but it is increased in the later years. The maximum number is 22238 in 1997 because in 1998, the observations are collected in the first half of year.
V.2. Dataset II Specifications
This real data set contains the rainfall values for three weather stations in selangor state of Malaysia. The data is expected to aid in the understanding and prediction of climate cycles [32] . The data set is categorized as time series data. Attribute names and data types of dataset II are shown in Table IV .
V.3. Software Specifications
We considered some mining tasks based on the datasets characteristics about prediction and grouping with the examples are adapted to climate change case study. Observations  80  166  90  8437  81  545  91  8800  82  505  92  16011  83  406  93  20609  84  947  94  21351  85  1684  95  21947  86  3780  96  21825  87  4688  97  22238  88  6136  98  10076  89 7929 Sum 178080 We define three data model include Tabular, Normal and HODM in Oracle for each dataset and design a mining approach for them.
The mining execution times are obtained and compared regards to mining tasks. To do this, SQL statements and the oracle SQL Developer Data Miner version 4.0.1.14 is used. The Oracle Data Miner as a powerful mining tool is built in the Oracle SQL Developer interface. Data Miner has numerous components in various purposes. The main components are about mining by applying regression, clustering and classification tasks.
V.4. Regression (Dataset I)
Regression task is used for predicting and forecasting based on the available data values by mathematical methods. Oracle perform two main methods in this task include support vector machine (SVM) and Generalized linear model (GLM). The first step for applying the mining tasks on a database is defining workflow.
Workflow is defined by a set of components which are connected to each other in terms of data specifications and mining tasks. Fig. 3 is shown the workflow for predicting air temperature in dataset I. Data source component (above icon in the Fig. 3 ) is used for connecting to the database. Some components are used for selecting data for training and testing. Fig. 3 . Workflow of Regression in Data Miner Fig. 4 shows the SQL statements for selecting data for training which are not able null values in the target attribute for predicting. We considered the buoy1 as an example location to predict air temperature.
Some observations in the buoy1 have not air temperature values. By regression task, we want to obtain the missing values of air temperature. Fig. 5 shows some rows of the table before regression.
After running the designed workflow for prediction based on dataset I, the results are obtained by variant methods of regression task. Fig. 6 shows the predicted values by three methods in GLM category and one method in SVM. Results of each method have displayed in the separate column. The investigation tools in the data miner show that the GLM methods are closer to original values in comparison to SVM method. Fig. 7 is about the comparison between GLM and SVM in this case.
For comparing the data models in the mining tasks, the mining query is defined. As illustrated in Fig. 8 , the GLM method is used in the both data models include tabular and HODM. Normal data model is not used in the mining tasks. The prediction is applied for all 62 locations and the mining execution times are collected.
For obtaining the accuracy, the prediction for 100 random observation are collected and the differences of tabular and HODM data structures are calculated. The results show that the predicted values in the HODM are more accurate in comparison to tabular model. Fig. 9 shows the HODM accuracy due to closer to the curve of original air temperature values.
According to execution time in the tabular model and HODM, the regression query is run for 20 iterations. The results are shown in Table V in milliseconds. The better results in HODM also illustrated in the Fig. 10 .
V.5. Clustering (Dataset I)
As another mining task, we want to consider spatial values for clustering. The workflow design in data miner is shown in Fig. 11 . In this model, clustering is done on the latitude and longitude of locations. The clustering result is illustrated by a chart in Fig. 12 . The locations are assigned to clusters based on their positions. The second method for clustering is using spatial points. Oracle has spatial functions for analysing geographic and geometric attributes. The Gpoint as a spatial attribute is added to previous attributes in the tabular and HODM. One of built in spatial function named is used for spatial clustering. This function calculates distances of points and assigns points to clusters according to number of clusters (n). The maximum number of clusters is defined 10 and the iteration of clustering for each data model is 20.
The differences of clustering time between tabular and HODM is enormous. The main reason is data redundancy in tabular. The number of considered row for clustering in tabular model is more than 178000 but the number of records in HODM is 62.
V.6. Clustering (Dataset II)
In the dataset II as a time series, we want to cluster the days based on rainfall. The workflow of mining model is illustrated in Fig. 14. Similar to apply clustering in dataset I, we consider sub-part for building model (training) and another part for applying(testing). Clustering Time (HODM)  1  113820  30  2  116700  20  3  133290  10  4  139170  10  5  118160  20  6  117360  20  7  118360  0  8  121680  10  9  118820  10  10  127880  20  11  137970  0  12  126110  20  13  118750  0  14  119840  20  15  117530  10  16  121120  10  17  123330  20  18  136860  20  19  93160  10  20  80260  20  Average 120008.50 14.00 Data miner use a built in function named CLUS_KM based on K-Mean method for clustering. As a first step of clustering, some areas (centers) are detected randomly and the points assign to them based on their distance. In the second step, the positions of centers are updated by calculating the mean of latitude and longitude of points.
These two steps are performed continuously until the position of centers not changed.
In the Fig. 15 , the cluster id of observations and their assigning probability are shown. Fig. 16 shown the treeformed clusters of rainfall based on 10 clusters.
Based on the data miner model, data clustering on rainfall values is performed by SQL statements (Fig. 17) .
The tabular and HODM structures are utilized for clustering. The experimental results show that the performance of HODM is better in terms of execution time (Table VII) . The comparison of clustering execution time in tabular and HODM structure for Dataset II is shown by Fig. 18 . (HODM)  1  510  310  2  410  260  3  410  500  4  430  300  5  400  280  6  420  310  7  430  270  8  410  280  9  450  280  10  410  290  11  470  290  12  510  280  13  460  320  14  400  450  15  400  300  16  410  290  17  420  310  18  400  280  19  410  280  20  400  290  Average  428 308.5 
VI. Conclusion
The results show that HODM has less storage size for storing spatio-temporal data because the spatial values no need to repeat. HODM also has shown the fastest query response time for all types of queries in the spatiotemporal system include basic, spatial, temporal and spatio-temporal queries. Due to reduce redundancy and use the optimized index, the accuracy and execution time are better in comparison to tabular structure. Regards to mentioned results, it can be concluded developing of a spatio-temporal system using HODM is more efficient.
